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Broadening Participation in Engineering at UK

Broadening Participation in STEM
• The problem: minority underrepresentation in STEM
• A solution: mentoring (boosts retention & performance)
• Implementing mentoring solution:
• Challenges in academic departments: faculty role
strain (teaching, research, admin duties), low
faculty-to-student-ratios
• Opportunities offered by research centers: lower
teaching and admin workloads, higher research
staff-to-student ratios
Mentoring in academic departments can be effectively
complemented by mentoring in research centers
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Goals of UK CAER-based mentoring

• Motivate minority students to choose engineering
and help them graduate with engineering degrees
• Help minority students acquire the skills they need
to become engineering professionals, academics,
leaders and role models
• Investigate if mentoring in research centers offers
advantages over traditional engineering departments
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A CAER-based mentoring program described
• The program is promoted and used during recruitment
• 10-20 incoming engineering students are recruited each fall
Recruitment • Graduate students are recruited if and whenever possible

Mentoring

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program Co-Director  counselor at the UK College of Eng.
Program Director  contact at UK CAER
An informational meeting is immediately held
Students provide consent and their needs are assessed
Students tour CAER and hear from CAER researchers in the spring
Students are matched with a CAER research mentor
Students are helped acquire the skills they need to succeed

• Mentoring relationship continues
• Contact and interaction with established networks continues
Graduation • Students further the cause of BPE
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Skills to be developed through mentoring
Participant’s level
Year
Skills to be developed
1. Academic and study skills
2. Research skills
3. Communication skills
4. Teaching skills
5. Funding procurement and project management skills
6. Outreach skills

Undergraduate
Graduate
F S J S 1 2 3 4

Timing for the development of different skills
• CAER mentors are more involved in 2, 3, 5 and 6 above
• The CoEng counselor is more involved in 1 above
• A variety of resources available at UK are also leveraged
Development of skills are strategically distributed
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Development of research skills
CAER
mentors

• Teach technical skills particular to research
• Teach ancillary skills such as lab notebook upkeep, report
preparation, etc.

Other
CAER
staff

• Training in lab safety, hazardous waste, etc.
• Training on safe handling of pressurized gases, tubing and
fittings, machine shop tools, etc.
• Training on searching the literature

Other
UK units

•
•
•
•

Office of Undergraduate Research
Office of Research Integrity
Environmental Health and Safety
Intellectual Property Development Office

Students will acquire lab experience along with a
complete set of skills needed in research
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Development of communication skills
CAER
mentors

•
•
•
•

Teach technical writing skills
Familiarize students with publishing/peer-review process
Teach students to prepare posters and presentations
Provide opportunities to practice and improve

Other UK
units

•
•
•
•
•

UK Writing Center
UK Multimodal Communication Consulting Center
Albert C. Ray eStudio at the CoEng
UK Thesis/Dissertation boot camp for graduate students
James W. Stuckert Career Center

Engineering
societies

•
•
•
•

NSPE, AIChE, ASCE, ASME, IEEE, etc.
National Society of Black Engineers
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers
Society of Women Engineers

Students will acquire communication, organizational
and networking skills
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Dev. of grantsmanship and management skills
skills
• Involve students in proposal and budget preparation,
exchanges with PMs, and proposal submission process
CAER
mentors • Assist students pursue funding available to them
• Involve students in project and budget management

Other
CAER
staff
Other
UK units

• Training on Sponsored Projects Information Network
• Contact with CAER’s accounting personnel
• Exposure to platforms like FastLane, Research.gov, etc.

• Office of Undergraduate Research
• Proposal Development Office
• Office of Sponsored Projects Administration

Students will gain experience acquiring and managing
external funding and student support
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Development of outreach skills
grantsmanship and management skills skills
CAER
• Train students to mentor other UG and HS students
mentors • Involve students in K-12 STEM outreach efforts
Other
CAER
staff
Other
UK units

• Involve students in the work of the Development,
Community and Engagement group
• Help students liaise with external partners
• Involve students in UK and CoEng recruitment and
outreach efforts
• Participate in CoEd’s outreach activities, particularly
those at CAER

Students will develop mentoring and role modeling
skills resulting in multiplier and sustainability effects
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Increasing impact by synergizing initiatives

Synergizing research-center based mentoring with
other initiatives to broaden participation in STEM has
increased the impact of all these initiatives
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Results of assessment to date – Objective data
Our strategy to
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Statistical analysis of objective data
Our
strategy
• Overlap
in errorto
bars
may suggest absence
of statistically
significant differences

• Models were built to
identify variables
influencing outcomes
1

• Data limited to that of
students in program
for ≥3 semesters
• Averages are used to
reduce variability
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Statistically significant effects of intervention
Our strategy to

• Cumulative GPA shows the most interesting effect in
terms of the effect of the intervention
• Differences in treatment and control groups were found
when adjusting for residency status, ACT score and high
school GPA
• Treatment students averaged higher in cumulative GPA
than students in the control group
The treatment group showed superior performance – in
terms of cumulative GPA – than the control group

Results of assessment to date – Survey data
Our strategy to
• Needs and expectations of participating students

Support acquiring research/hands-on experience
Assistance with study and time management skills
Help choosing a career path/establishing a network
• Feelings of integration to university environment
Very well or perfectly integrated thanks to mentoring
• Importance given to mentors of same gender/ethnicity
Slight preference (academic interests more relevant)
Research-center based mentoring can improve feelings
of integration to university environment and research
center-based relationships are perceived more
positively that those based at engineering departments
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Anecdotal information – Student profiles
Our strategy to

Sarah Hodges

Asare Nkansah

Moe Abdallah

• Recipients of a number of awards and scholarships
• Involved in research at UK CAER and Argonne
• Participants in international research experiences
Involvement in UK CAER/Argonne/international
research and targeted mentoring has allowed these
students to make an auspicious entry into their fields
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Anecdotal information – Student profiles
Our strategy to

Carlos Beasley Victor Holness

Darian Parker

Julia Parker

• Recipients of a number of awards and scholarships
• Involved in research at UK CAER
• Participants in international research experiences
Involvement in UK CAER research and targeted
mentoring has allowed these students to line up
summer opportunities in France and Germany
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Accessing domestic research opportunities
Our strategy to
• At the student’s own institution
LSAMP-affiliated faculty
Other programs w/UG research component
Office of Undergraduate Research
• At other universities
REUs
• At other institutions
National Labs, Government Agencies, Industry
These opportunities may build on each other – e.g.,
some require previous research experience – so a
strategic pathway needs to be built for each student
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Accessing domestic research opportunities
Our strategy to
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Accessing domestic research opportunities
Our strategy to

https://cbee.oregonstate.edu/reus-2018
https://www.seas.harvard.edu/career-development/internships-at-universities-eg-reusnational-labs-and-other-research-organizations
https://www.aps.org/careers/employment/internships.cfm#undergrad
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Accessing research opportunities abroad
Our strategy to
• At the student’s own institution

Leverage exchanges (e.g., UK-uB exchange)
Leverage faculty connections (e.g., RLI)
International Office
Office of Nationally Competitive Awards
(e.g., DAAD’s RISE)
• At other universities
NSF’s iREUs, IRES & NICE (Center of Excellence)
These opportunities DEFINITELY build on others – i.e.,
iREUs require previous research experience – so a
strategic pathway needs to be built for each student
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Accessing research opportunities abroad
Our strategy to

Leveraging established education abroad offerings has
the advantage of providing guidance and support, but
the latter may still be insufficient
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Accessing research opportunities abroad
Our strategy to

https://studyabroad.arcadia.edu/find-a-program/
https://blog.uceap.universityofcalifornia.edu/stem-study-abroad/
https://www.daad.de/rise/en/rise-germany/
http://www.fulbright.org.uk/going-to-the-uk/uk-summer-institutes
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Accessing research opportunities abroad
Our strategy to

https://global.acs.org/global-programs/global-undergraduate-programs/internationalresearch-experience-for-undergrads-ireu/
http://www.jsg.utexas.edu/ires https://chemistry.nd.edu/ires/
https://ires.unl.edu/
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Graduate school opportunities
Our strategy to
• Fellowships offered by universities
• LSAMP Bridge to the Doctorate
• NSF Graduate Research Fellowships Program (GRFP)
• NSF Research Traineeships (NRT)
• Opportunities offered by other entities:
State and federal governments and their agencies
Professional societies and associations
Private foundations
Participation in undergraduate research often leads
students to pursue graduate studies, a process that is
better started sooner rather than later
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Graduate school opportunities
Our strategy to

Universities make available several self nominated and
DGS nominated – as well as other – fellowships to
graduate students and often include opportunities
specifically for URM MS and/or PhD students
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Graduate school opportunities
Our strategy to

Support is also available from other entities and some
universities offer searchable databases
https://grad.ucla.edu/funding/#
https://www.gradschools.com/financial-aid/graduate-fellowships-scholarships/fellowshipsfor-graduate-students
https://www.colorado.edu/graduateschool/funding/national-fellowship-opportunities
https://grad.ncsu.edu/students/fellowships-and-grants/national/nationally-competitivegraduate-fellowships/
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Graduate school opportunities
Our strategy to

https://lsmce.org/lsamp-community/map-of-lsamp-community/bridge-to-doctorate-map/
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Graduate school opportunities
Our strategy to

The NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program recognizes and supports outstanding
graduate students in NSF-supported science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
disciplines who are pursuing research-based Master's and doctoral degrees at accredited
United States institutions.
https://www.nsfgrfp.org/
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Graduate school opportunities
Our strategy to

https://www.nsf.gov/awards/award_visualization.jsp?org=NSF&pims_id=505015&ProgEleCode=1997&from=fund# 31

Professional Societies
Our• strategy
to of Black Engineers (NSBE)
National Society
• Society of Professional Hispanic Engineers (SHPE)
• Society of Women Engineers (SWE)
• Society for the Advancement of Chicanos/Hispanics
and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS)
• Minorities in Agriculture, Natural Resources & Related
Sciences (MANRRS)
• National Organization for the Professional
Advancement of Black Chemists and Chemical
Engineers (NOBCChE)
Professional societies can give URM students a
community, access to resources as well as networking
and professional development opportunities
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Individual Development Plans (IDPs)
Our strategy to

• The American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS) has an evidence-based tool: myIDP
• This web-based tool has 4 steps:
1. Evaluate skills, values and interests
2. Explore and evaluate careers to identify preferred one
3. Set specific goals to prepare for preferred career path
4. Put plan into place
• Career exploration tools are also available
https://www.sciencemag.org/careers/2012/09/you-need-game-plan
http://myidp.sciencecareers.org
https://beyondprof.com/

IDPs can help students define and pursue their career
goals through a step-by-step “game plan”
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Individual Development Plans (IDPs)
Our strategy to
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Individual Development Plans (IDPs)
Our strategy to

• myIDP is designed for graduate students & postdocs
• ImaginePhD for the humanities and social sciences
• Other resources are discipline-specific and can also be
used by undergraduates (e.g., ChemIDP)
• There are some IDPs specifically for undergraduates
• IDPs should be aligned with needs, expectations,
training, evaluation and assessment, etc.

https://www.imaginephd.com/
https://chemidp.acs.org/
https://biosciences.stanford.edu/current-students/idp/
https://medium.com/stem-and-culture-chronicle/building-your-individual-development-planidp-a-guide-for-undergraduate-students-f14feca9111c

IDPs should be ideally complemented with mentoring,
career exploration tools and opportunities
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Developmental Networks (DNs)
Our• strategy
to
Based on the concept of Developmental Relationships:
“close connections between a student and an adult or
peer that powerfully and positively shapes the
student’s identity and helps develop a thriving mindset
(an orientation not just to survive, but to thrive)”

• A set of relationships that help students get work
done, advance their careers, provide personal and
professional support, serve as role models
• They can include colleagues and professional contacts
but also friends, family and community members
Mentoring has transitioned from a dyadic and
hierarchical framework to relationships that form DNs
https://www.mentoring.org/new-site/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Handout-2A-SEARCHINSTITUTE-DEV-RELATIONSHIPS-FRAMEWORK.pdf
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Developmental Network Maps
Our strategy to
School
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http://bwhmentoringtoolkit.partners.org/mentoring-and-career-development/developmentalnetworks/
https://www.bumc.bu.edu/facdev-medicine/files/2009/12/Developmental_NetworkAssessmentKramandHiggins.pdf

DN maps can help students keep their DNs updated and
balanced and assist the pursuit of their career goals
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Analysis of Developmental Networks Maps
Our strategy to
• Once created, maps can
be analyzed in terms of:

School
CD
Church

GH

EF
MN

AB

IJ KL
MN NO
Friends

RS
PQ

Work
TU

Size

Diversity

Density

Redundancy

Strength Interconnections
Family

Connections to
Power/Influence

Patterns stemming from map analysis may suggest a
networking style, point out gaps and inform next steps
https://www.mentoring.org/new-site/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Handout-2A-SEARCHINSTITUTE-DEV-RELATIONSHIPS-FRAMEWORK.pdf
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Training for mentors
• Mentoring is a critical skill that affects student training
and productivity
• Quality of mentoring is also key to attracting URMs
• Faculty should ideally be trained in mentoring
Effective communication
Develop creativity
Foster independence
Assess understanding

Goals & Expectations
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Write mentoring philosophy
Discuss mentoring

Albeit mentoring is a critical and most impactful skill,
training on mentoring is often inadequate or absent
Pfund et al., The merits of training mentors, Science 311 (2006) 473
http://ethics.iit.edu/eelibrary/node/4628
https://mentoring.health.unm.edu/
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Training for mentees
Our• strategy
Perhaps justto
as important as training for mentors is
training for mentees since mentoring is ultimately a
collaborative partnership
Critical attitudes
Intentionality
Initiative
Responsiveness

Critical skills
Be teachable
Listen
Self-awareness

• Mentees must know what they need from a mentor but
also what they can contribute and how they add value
Mentees should have realistic expectations and
knowledge of how mentoring relationships function
Veas, G., How to be a Protégé: Equipping students to Maximize Mentoring Relationships. In 9th
Annual Mentoring Conference Proceedings: Developmental Networks: The Power of Mentoring
and Coaching, 2016. http://www.mentoringpittsburgh.org/resources/category/Training 40

Training for mentees – IPAIA framework
Our strategy to
• Identify – determine what is needed from mentors
• Prepare – how a mentee comes across to mentor
shapes the direction of relationship
• Approach – mentees must be honest with mentors
about their experience or mentor’s advice will not work
• Implement – contributions, communications and
commitments define the mentoring climate
• Assess – mentees should reflect on their responsibility
if things fail and understand mentors are human too
Mentees should foster mutuality by reflecting on what
and how they contribute to facilitate the mentor’s work
Veas, G., How to be a Protégé: Equipping students to Maximize Mentoring Relationships. In 9th
Annual Mentoring Conference Proceedings: Developmental Networks: The Power of Mentoring
41
and Coaching, 2016.

Training for mentors & mentees
Our strategy to

• Simultaneous mentoring training for mentors and
mentees is advantageous (e.g., common foundation)
• Mentors can express and reflect on actions/traits
characteristic of skilled mentees
• Mentees can express what they need and expect from
a mentor
• Both can learn to consider mentee skills not only as
output of the mentoring process but as an input to it
• Mentors are content experts but mentees are experts
on their own lives
Simultaneous training allows for specificity

Stamp et al. Preparing graduate students and undergraduates for interdisciplinary research,
BioScience 65 (2015) 431
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Mentoring contracts
Our• strategy
to
Useful to align expectations, agree on goals and
relationship parameters, ensure accountability

Expectations
Desires
Communication details
Troubleshooting
Confidentiality

Goals
Commitments
Meeting details
Evaluation/Assessment
Duration

• Consider clauses starting with “I will” and not with “you
shall” to avoid being prescriptive and favor a mutual
commitment with input from both parties
A contract can state, define, and clarify important
criteria for healthy dialogue and direction
https://ictr.wisc.edu/mentoring/mentoring-compactscontracts-examples/
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Closing remarks
Our strategy to

• A number of interventions and tools can attract, retain
and ensure the success of students in STEM fields
Individual Development
Developmental Network
Plans
Maps
Mentoring training
Mentoring contracts
Domestic research (REUs)
International research
• Programs like LSAMP can facilitate access to these
resources, greatly benefitting URM students
• Admittedly, it can be overwhelming to find out what
each student needs, identify the best resources, etc.

Don’t go at it alone and partner with other units,
programs and individuals with the necessary expertise
[Remember you are also human and students should do the legwork]
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Shameless Plug

https://nrt.uky.edu

Q&A
Thank you for your attention
engr-mentoring.caer.uky.edu
www.uky.edu/KYWV-LSAMP/

